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Webinar: Impact of COVID 19, Lockdown &
Depressed Oil Price Scenario on Upstream
Operators and Service Providers

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the eminent Panelists, for joining us for
the Webinar on "Impact of COVID 19, Lockdown & Depressed Oil Price Scenario on
Upstream Operators and Service Providers". We are also thankful to FIPI for providing us
this opportunity to partner with them to share ideas on these topics with leading
members of the industry. Most importantly we are grateful for the overwhelming
participation and Q&A's which enhanced the overall experience.
Building on the discussion, we have put together a summary of the key takeaways from
the Webinar. We hope this document is useful as we all look to navigate these uncertain
times.

Boston Consulting Group , India
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Introduction

Esteemed Panelists & Organizing Team
Esteemed Panelists

Director Exploration,
ONGC

Dr. P Chandrasekaran

P Elango

Director Exploration &
Development, OIL

MD, HOEC Ltd.

Rajeev Kumar

K Gautam Reddy

Director Regulatory Affairs &
Upstream Business Development
BP India

MD, India & Bangladesh
Schlumberger

Director General, FIPI

President Rajasthan Operations,
Cairn Oil & Gas Vedanta Ltd.

Team BCG

Team FIPI
Dr. R K Malhotra

Sai Subramanian

T.K. Sengupta

Kaustav Mukherjee

Director Exploration &
Production, FIPI

India Energy Practice Lead,
MD & Senior Partner, BCG

Rajiv Bahl

N.K. Bansal

Kaustubh Verma

Director Finance,
Taxation & Legal, FIPI

Director Oil Refining &
Marketing, FIPI

Partner, BCG
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Dr. Rajesh Kumar
Srivastava

PS 02.Jun.20:
need to Jaz up this slide. It looks a
little bland. Can we use some other
format

Oil & Gas Industry Outlook – Summary

Select Q&A's
BCG Support for O&G players
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Agenda

Key Takeaways – Panel Discussion

Demand: Social
distancing
improving

Five Shocks of
the oil market

Supply: OPEC+
unwound with
deal
Demand: long
term shift?—TBD
Demand:
Economic
recession
sustained
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Storage:
Overhang—fill in
weeks/months

Price forecast highly uncertain, but no expected
recovery to pre-crisis levels in short term
Demand
Combined demand and supply shock
led to the sharpest fall in oil prices
since 1991 with demand falling for
the first time since 2009

Demand shocks are usually short-lived, with
a quick expected recovery post-crisis

Imminent recession across the world &
change in mobility behavior
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Supply shocks are usually long-lived,
requiring significant company cost
reductions
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Lockdowns and restrictions around COVID19

$/barrel

The crisis has impacted the global energy sector significantly
Non-exhaustive

Capex/Opex Cuts2

Significant Production Cuts1
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CAPEX Deferment
• Significant Capex reduction programs in
place for 2020 (-25% for the EU majors,-30%
for the US majors)
• Other measures–Delay buy backs, Increasing
Debt, Asset divestment, Issuing Bonds

OPEX Reduction
• Announced operational cost savings of ~
15%,
• Key areas: Increased efficiencies, reduced
activity, and lower energy costs

Further cuts

Note: 1. Source Data: IEA
2. Based on IOC results for Q1, 2020. Includes Exxon, Chevron, BP, Shell, Total
3. Total Capex Cut ~ $ 25 Bn
4. Total Opex Cut ~15 Bn.
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World Liquids Production (Mb/d)

Signs of demand recovery-but into weakened economy

• First fuel to return
Increased demand in
some areas as
commuters avoid public
transportation
• Sharp reduction in
employment/economic
contraction will slow full
demand return

Diesel
• Second fuel to return
as industrial activity
restarts
• Trucking is still
contracting but
• March industrial data
fell 6x more than worst
month of the Great
Recession

Jet
• The last fuel to recover
• Will require re
normalization of
travel, which may not
occur for years
• Global commercial
flights up 13% from low
point-still down ~70%
from pre crisis levels
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Gasoline

4
implications

Services sector in
distress

Uncertainty in
refining margins

Impacting
global
O&G, other
industries &
economy

Uncertainty around
energy transition
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Liquidity crisis &
imminent recession

Impact on Indian landscapes remain equally significant with clear action calls
Non-exhaustive

Favorable Conditions
Essential Sector;
Operations continue
with some impact

Lower cost
of labor

Demand has tanked;
ATF, MS, HSD
hardest hit

Significant shortage of
semi skilled and unskilled
labor due to migration

Low digital
maturity of
the sector

Huge exploration prospects
but severe challenges in low
oil price environment

Shared model
amongst operators,
operators and OFSEs

Govt. support
on extension
of exploration
period, cess
exemption,
marketing freedom
for natural gas

Selective Investments in
most low risk–medium
reward projects

Action Calls
Increase focus
and accelerate
digital adoption
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Challenges

Oil & Gas Industry Outlook – Summary

Select Q&A's
BCG Support for O&G players
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Agenda

Key Takeaways – Panel Discussion

Increased
Government Support
Relaxation in taxes
& royalties
Funding upstream oil
& gas companies &
technologies
Policy simplification

OFS Partnership
Model

Fiscal
Prudence

Combined investment
in upstream R&D
technology
Partial risk sharing by
OFS players

Reduction in break
even prices on
per bbl basis
Revaluating capex &
optimizing
opex spend
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Increased
government
support, a
common theme
voiced by all
participants

Negotiating prices of key consumables e.g. Cairn has
negotiated reduction in polymer prices
Manage increased operating costs, owing to increased
safety/quarantine measures
Maintain a balanced long term view & ensure quick
ramp up once oil prices rise again
Project re-engineering & looking at modular approach
for executing large capex projects

Need for robust capex project prioritization framework
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Operator
Imperatives:
Long term
sustenance is
critical

Relaxation in Cess & Royalties for E&P players

Flexibility for OFS players in using equipment &
resources across different fields & players
Investing funds collected through Cess, towards
upstream oil & gas sector development. No stimulus
offered to the oil sector
Simplifying the restrictions in terms of freedom for
marketing & pricing of gas & removing tax distortion
specifically for gas producers
Continued support for resource movement across
states/districts to ensure business continuity e.g. Govt.
declared oil prod. as essential services
13
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Government
Support:
Critical to
ensure business
continuity &
recovery

OFS players yet to recover from previous shocks of 2014
– limits scope of negotiations
Work collaboratively to develop niche technologies, to
serve individual E&P player needs
Talent crunch & resource mobilization a concern for OFS
players e.g. 30% further workforce reduction expected
across OFS players
Continue to invest in integrated models, where OFS
players can take on moderate risks
Need for more flexible contracts between OFS and E&P
players for increased efficiencies
14
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OFS Partnership
Model:
Creating a win–
win scenario

Negotiated lower prices of key
consumables such as polymers &
other chemicals, which contribute
28-30% of our OPEX spend

Offshore operations were not
impacted much & we did a good job
to maintain supplies to our people in
offshore locations

Sai Subramanian
President Rajasthan Operations, Cairn

Dr. R.K. Srivastava
Director Exploration, ONGC

Government should look to support
small independent operators through
the Oil Industry Development Board

Companies like ONGC, OIL & other
majors are in for the long haul &
take a long term view

P. Elango
MD, HOEC Ltd.

Dr. P. Chandrasekaran
Director Exploration & Development, OIL
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Panelist Speak

Oil & Gas Industry Outlook – Summary

Select Q&A's
BCG Support for O&G players
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Agenda

Key Takeaways – Panel Discussion

Select Question & Answers

Q&A's

A:
• Government under Oil Industry (Development) Act 1974, has collected INR 2 lakh Cr. of Cess
from domestic oil producers , including collection of INR 20k Cr. last year itself
• However only limited amount transferred to Oil Industry Development Board (~900 Cr.), which
the board invested with banks and earned interest, with current available amount 11K Cr.
• INR 5K Cr. has been provided as funds to downstream companies only. Not a single upstream
oil company project has been funded under this arrangement
• Central Government should on regular basis transfer 25% of Cess (~5K Cr.) collection on yearly
basis with the Oil Industry Development Board, to support small independent E&P players
• Government should also support upstream oil and gas players to fund development projects &
exploration projects, which are only attractive at certain price points.
• Need is to create a financial structure within the petroleum ministry, which can look at the
issues on hand & address them on merit. This would help the petroleum ministry to get its
fair share in the Oil Industry Development Fund
Q: What's the scope for OFS players to have a closer relation with the operator, specifically in such
challenging times and do an operator/government institute funded research ? Also what is the OFS
players view on linking service fee structure to crude oil price ?
A:
• A lot of the efficiencies that have been tapped by North American companies is through
investment in fit to purpose technological development
• OFS players typically identify key technologies to invest in based on global marketing study ,
which sometimes overlooks the need of independent E&P players
• However some OFS players like Schlumberger, have put in some effort to create direct link
with global R&D teams, to address the specific technological needs of their regional clients (a
similar model was instituted with ONGC way back in 1990)
• Linking of service fee with crude oil price is difficult, as the risk that an operator takes is
different to that of an OFS.
17
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Q: What's the scope for viability gap funding for upstream oil and gas companies ? What are some
of the other financing options that government can leverage in such depressed oil prices ?

Select Question & Answers

Q&A's

A:
• Post 2014, two major observations can be seen
– Most oil majors reduced capex by 25% (except Exxon & Total)
– Portfolio Management in terms of shift to more mature basins for play consolidation,
supplemented with high value unchartered categories and completing the obligations
• Two factors considered in moving to mature basins
– Shorter cycle time from discovery to production
– Higher success ratio (owing to better knowledge of the basins)
• To keep the morale high, ONGC maintained frequent contact with its employees and catered
all their and their family members needs. The employees also responded actively
• Some additional support is required from the Government
– For e.g. in OALP's definite committed program for exploration, relaxation should there
for operator to invest the remaining amount in some other acreage
– Operator should be able to back with data from initial exploration results that it won't
be prudent to further invest the remaining amount in the committed program
– This helps in judicious use of operator resources
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Q: How to keep up the morale of the employees in such times ? How also under such challenging
times with greater emphasis on use of local resources, how to manage upstream activities such as
exploration ?

Oil & Gas Industry Outlook – Summary

Select Q&A's
BCG Support for O&G players
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Key Takeaways – Panel Discussion

Now: Tackle immediate
priorities

Near-term: Prepare for
the rebound

Medium-term: Pursue
structural enhancements

Protect your people,
ensure continuity, and
mitigate short-term losses

Pro-actively seize demand
rebound and bring business
back on track

Build advantage by making
strategic enhancements
and building resilience

Day-to-day agile approach to navigate changing environment
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How to navigate the crisis?

Five step framework to kick-start a response
Response

Contingency planning

Respond/execute

1 Covid-19 rapid response

2 Assess the impact

3 Optimize cash position

4 Sustain commitments

5 Re-shape the company

1.1 Respond to Covid-19

2.1 Market outlook

2.1 Governance & leadership

4.1 Customer intimacy

5.1 Scenarios

1.2. Business continuity

2.2 Price scenarios

2.2 Net working capital

Build trust and adjust to their
needs, esp. in downstream

5.2 Target portfolio

4.2 Total shareholder return

Develop a feasible, resilient,
profitable portfolio

Balancing cash conserving with
maintaining distributions

5.3 M&A/Divestment

2.6 Capital projects

4.3 Capital structure

5.4 Operating model

2.7 Broader cost program

Optimize financial flexibility
while supporting returns

2.3 Cash flow forecasts
Understand company-specific
cash flow in light of 1.1-1.3

2.3 External spend
2.4 Operations
2.5 JV & Associates

Re-align to target portfolio

2.8 Supplier ecosystem

BCG toolkit

2.9 Exploration and R&D
Immediate

~4 weeks

Impact over weeks to years

Continuous but annual cycle

• Covid-19 rapid response
checklist

• Market insights
• Oil price modelling
• CF impact
assessment/benchmarkin
g

• On-Offshore production
performance diagnostic
• TURN rapid
assessment/full potential
plan
• Rapid portfolio capital
liberation
• TURN rapid
assessment/full potential
plan

• TSR
benchmarking/ValueX
Healthcheck
• Equity story and investor
analyses
• Fiscal/Debt renegotiation support

Source: BCG Energy and TURN practices

3-5 year plan

•
•
•
•

Corporate strategy
Target mapping
DD/VDD
Transaction services
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Framework

Rapid assessment

The materials contained in this presentation are designed for the sole use by the board of directors or senior
management of the Client and solely for the limited purposes described in the presentation. The materials shall not be
copied or given to any person or entity other than the Client (“Third Party”) without the prior written consent of BCG.
These materials serve only as the focus for discussion; they are incomplete without the accompanying oral commentary
and may not be relied on as a stand-alone document. Further, Third Parties may not, and it is unreasonable for any
Third Party to, rely on these materials for any purpose whatsoever. To the fullest extent permitted by law (and except
to the extent otherwise agreed in a signed writing by BCG), BCG shall have no liability whatsoever to any Third Party,
and any Third Party hereby waives any rights and claims it may have at any time against BCG with regard to the
services, this presentation, or other materials, including the accuracy or completeness thereof. Receipt and review of
this document shall be deemed agreement with and consideration for the foregoing.
BCG does not provide fairness opinions or valuations of market transactions, and these materials should not be relied on
or construed as such. Further, the financial evaluations, projected market and financial information, and conclusions
contained in these materials are based upon standard valuation methodologies, are not definitive forecasts, and are not
guaranteed by BCG. BCG has used public and/or confidential data and assumptions provided to BCG by the Client.
BCG has not independently verified the data and assumptions used in these analyses. Changes in the underlying data or
operating assumptions will clearly impact the analyses and conclusions.
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The services and materials provided by The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) are subject to BCG's Standard Terms
(a copy of which is available upon request) or such other agreement as may have been previously executed by BCG.
BCG does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. The Client is responsible for obtaining independent advice
concerning these matters. This advice may affect the guidance given by BCG. Further, BCG has made no undertaking
to update these materials after the date hereof, notwithstanding that such information may become outdated
or inaccurate.

bcg.com

